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Speciﬁcation
Location Poland
Yacht type: Motor
Yacht type: Flybridge
Brand: Galeon
Length: 22.2
Beam: 5.25
Motor: VOLVO PENTA, MAN
Fuel capacity: 2350
Cabins: 4
Number of guests: 16
Water capacity: 800
Years: 2023
Price: Price on request

Galeon

GALEON 700 SKY
New 700 SKYDECK brings a com-pletely new approach to space distribution, several technological
advances and even more luxury features on board.
The striking exterior presence and its dynamic proﬁle are staples of the SKYDECK design
philosophy which allows for integrating the top deck without compromising the sporty design of
the model.
Make it even more functional with a lightweight carbon bimini top option for even better protection
from the elements. Passengers will surely enjoy the wide side decks that allow safe access to the
bow leisure area which will slide open with a touch of a button. Notice the glass sunroof above the
helm station and large glass panels both port and starboard side that will quickly retract, opening
up the whole saloon. The top deck is ﬁtted with twin sport seats, wet bar and a generous seating
area.
Come on board the 700 to experience the ﬁnest selection of materials and bespoke interior design
options, meticulously ﬁnished by the best and most experienced Galeon craftsman. The layout of
the main deck allows for two separate zones, with leisure and dining areas moved forward. Guests
will appreciate the privacy of the dual staircases that give access to two separate sleeping areas

down below. Four cabins and three bathrooms await, all with ample head-room and plenty of
storage space.
A choice selection of powerful engines and top of the line navigational equipment along with a
comprehensive list of additional options will allow you to fully realize the yacht’s potential. Come
on board of the new 700 SKYDECK and experience the future ﬁrst hand!
Skydeck line
The SKYDECK feature is a staple of the Galeon yachts lineup, adding functionality without
compromising the elegant design and sporty disposition of the models. The 700 also comes with a
carbon bimini top option for even more customization.

Features

Carbon electric roof, aft garage and a double cabin for the crew
A beautiful view from the helmsman’s upper station
A vast expanse of ﬂybridge
A beautiful ﬁnish in light wood emphasizes the luxurious nature of the interior
Full beam owner cabin with private access and its own bathroom
Unique bathroom ﬁnish with modern elements
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